
Tag u n g s b e r ich t 46/1998

Modulformen
06.12. bis 12.12.1998

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Herrn S. Böcherer (Mannheim), Herrn T.
Ibukiyama (Osaka) und Herrn W. Kohnen (Heidelberg) statt.
In 27 Vorträgen wurde über den derzeitigen aktuellen Stand der Forschung auf dem
Gebiet der Modulformen berichtet. Dabei sorgte die angenehme Atmosphäre des
Instituts dafür, daß oft bis spät in die Nacht die in den Vorträgen aufgeworfenen
Fragen und Probleme weiter diskutiert wurden.
Die Zukunft wird zeigen, welche Impulse die 50 Teilnehmer aus Indien, Italien,
Japan, Korea, den USA und Deutschland mit nach Hause genommen haben.
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Abstracts

D. Ramakrishnan Modularity of Rankin-Selberg L-series

Let /, 9 be newforms (holomorphic or otherwise) of levels N and M, respectively,
00 the upper half-plane. Their L-functions (normalized to satisfy the fuoctional
equation with respect to S rl 1 - s) are:

L(s, f) ~ E an n- s =TI {(1 - app-S) (1 - ßpp-S)} -1 TI Lp(s, f)
n~l pfN plN

and

L(s, g) =E bn n-s = TI {(1 - Qp'p-S) (1 - ßP'P-S)} -} TI Lp(s,g).
n~1 ptM plM

We put

L*(s, f X g) = TI {(I - OpOp'p-S) (1 - opßP'p-S)(l - ßpQp'p-S)(l - ßpßp'p-S)} -1.
ptNM

This function is closely related to the convolution L-function L:n>lltn bn n-s whose
beautiful properties where first studied by Rankin and Selberg. -
A basic question, first raised by Langlands, is to know if there exists an automorphic
form f fgJ 9 on GL4 over Q, which is an eigenfunction for Hecke operators, such that
its stal}dard" L-function, after removing the archimedian and bad factors, equals
L·(s, f x g).

Theorem. This conjecture 01 Langlands ia truel in fact with the base /ield <Q replaced
by any number field F.

A consequence of this theorem is the meromorphic continuation and functional equa- _
tion of four-rold convolutions L(s, /1 X/2 X13 X/4) with no pole outside s = 1. .,

H. Katsurada Koecher-Maaß Dirichlet series
for Siegel modular forms

(Joint work with T. Ibukiyama.) We have talked about a reasonable expression of
the Koecher-Maaß Dirichlet series for Siegel modular forms, especially for Eisenstein
series of Klingen type. Für a Siegel modular form F of weight k belonging to tbe
symplectic group SPn{Z) we let L(F, s) be the Koecher-Maaß Dirichlet series for F.
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Then first we express L(F, s) in terms of the standard zeta function of F. Next we
apply this result to the ease of Klingen Eisenstein series. To be more precise, for a
eusp form f for SPr(Z) let [f]~ be the Klingen Eisenstein series for Spn(Z) attached
to f. Then we express L([f]~, s) in terms of a certain Dirichlet series attached to
f. In particular, we give an explieit form of L([f]f, s) by using a Diriehlet series of
Kohnen-Zagier type attaehed to f when n is even. Also, a formula in the odd ease
is presented.

H. Saito Explicit form of zeta functions for
prehomogeneous vector spaces

The purpose of this talk is to explain the shape of the explicit formula of the zeta
functions of the space of symmettic matriees which was obtained by Ibukiy~~a and
the speaker in the setting of prehomogeneous vector spaces
Let (G, p, X) be a prehomogeneous veetor space defined over an algebraic numher
field F. We assurne it is irredueible, regular, reduced and also ker p = {I}. Let P
be the relative invariant of (G, p, X) and X "the eharaeter associated with it. Then
for ~ = fl ~v E S(X (A) F) the zeta function is defined by .

Z(lI>, s) = r Ix(g)l' ~ lI>(gx) dg,
JOeAF)/GeF) xEXueF)

where XSs = {x EX: P(x) -:F O}. Assuming that this converges absolutely
we try to reduee tbis integral inta the loeal ones. We fix a point x E X 8S (F)
and set II = G:t/G~. First we divide tbe surn over XSS(F) into the sums over
XSS(F, a) == {x E XSS(F) : tp(x) = a} for ä E Hl (F, n). Here the map 'P is defined
by the diagram

Hl(F,G)

t
Hl(F)G~) ~ H1(F,Gx ) -7 Hl(F, n)

t tcp
G(F) \ XU(F) +- XSS(F).

Tbe reason why we introduce this division is that if y, Z E xss.(F, a) tben G~ and
G~ are inner forms of eaeh other.
To treat the sums over X 8S (F, a) it is better to consider Yy = G/G~ for Y E X5S(F, Ci).
Ta take care of the difference Yy(AF ) :> G(AF )Yy(F), we eonsider the abelian group
A(H) for a connected reduetive group H introdueed by Kottwitz. Let L y : A(Gg) --+
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A(G). Then the main result is

Z(<It, s)

Z(<p, s, a, e)

L E Z(<It,s,a,c),
äEH1(F1n} EEk~

II Z(<I>II' s, a, CII),

Z(<I>II' oS, a, Eil) = ( EII(XII)<I>II(xlI)IP(XII)!SdXII'
. }XU(F

II
)

This formula explains weil our result on the zeta functions of the space of symmetrie
matrices and gives some generalizations.

L. Walling Hecke operators of Siegel modular
forms in the language of lattices

(Joint work with James Lee Hafner.) A degree n Siegel modular form F has a Fourier
expansion supported on even integral n x n-matrices T with T ~ O. We consider each
T to be a quadratic form on a rank n Z-lattice A relative tu some basis for A. As T
varies, the pair (1\, T) varies over all (orientated) isometry classes of rank n lattices
with even integral positive semi-definite quadratic forms. Also thc (orientated)
isometry class of (1\, T) is that of (1\, T') iff T' = T[G] for same G E GLn(Z) (with
det G = 1 in the case k, the weight of F, is odd). Since F(T[G]) == (det G)kF(r) for
G E GLn(Z), it follows that a(T{G]) = a(T) (where det G = 1 if k is odd). Hence,
using the language of lattices, we can rewrite the Fourier expansion of F in the form

F(r) = Ea(A)e·{Ar}
cls A

where a(A) = a(T) for T any matrix representing the quadratic form on I\. (where
A is orientated if k is odd) and .

e· {AT} = L exp(1Titr(T[G]r».
G

Here G varies over O(A) \ GLn(Z) if k is even and over 0+(1\) \ SLn(Z) if k is odd.
We evaluate the action of the Hecke Operators T(p) and Tj (p2) (1 $ j $ n) on
the Fourier coefficients of F. We first develop an algorithm which simultaneously
computes the coset representation giving the action of the Hecke operators and
associates each representative with a particular lattice structure. We then form
simple linear combinations Tj (p2) of tbe operators id = TO(p2), ... ,Tj (p2) (j =
1, ... , n).
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Theorem. The A-coefficient 0/ Flfj(p2) is

E pEj(A,O)oj(A, f2)a(n)

pAcnc;A

where Ej(A, 0) is an explicit constant depending on the invariant /actors {A : O},
and oj(A, 0) reflects the geometry 0/ (A n n)/p(A + 0).

We also derive an analogous formula for the A-coefficient of FIT(p), recovering a
theorem of Maaß.

D. Zagier Periods of holomorphic and non-holomorphic
modular forms

The classical period theory of Eichler-Shimura-Manin associates to a cusp form
/ E S2k(r) a polynomial T/(X) defined (among other ways) as JoOO /(r)(X _r)2k-2 dT
satisfying

or equivalently the three-term /unctional equation

Tf{X) = Tf{X + 1) + (X + 1)2k-2Tj ( X~l)' (2)

I described some aspects of this (in particular, that it leads to an interesting arith
metical function D / : Q/Z -+ ij which is the analogue of the classical Dedekind
surn corresponding to / = E2 ) and then reported on work of John Lewis and joint
work of Lewis and myself which gives an analogous construction for Maaß wave
forms. If u(z) = JYEn~o anK"-l (21rlnly)e21Tinx (z = x + iy E IHI) is a Maaß
wave form of eigenvalue s(1 - s) for the hyperbolic Laplacian then one can - again
in several ways - associate to u a Hperiod function" 1jJ(z) which is a holomorphic
fUßction 'f/; : C \] - 00, 0] -+ C satisfying (2) (with T j replaced by 1/1 and 1 - k
by s). One of the ways is to define a holomorphic function f : C \ IR -+ C by
J(z) = ± E~=l ns-4 a±ne±211'inz for ±Im z > Q. Then the function 1/J : ce \ 1R ~ C
defined by 'f/;(z) = J(z) - z-2sJ(-~) automaticaBy satisfies (2) and extends across
the positive real axis if (aod only if) u(z) is r-invariant. Moreover, Iim~-+o(a ± iE)
both exist aod are equal wbenever a E Q. Denoting the limit by f(a}o tben the
funetion / : Q/Z ~ C is the analogue if tbe above mentioned "Dedekind surn" aod
the function if> : Q/71 -+ C defined for a :f= 0 by 1/J(a) = J(a) - lal-2

"J(-~) agrees
with the previous t/J an II4 n Q, extends to a COO-funetion on aB of lR anJ satisfies
the equation (1) (with the same replacements as above). This leads to a coeycle
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interpretation of the u ..-+ 'l/J correspondence elaborated in joint work with joseph
Bernstein. The construction also works for groups other than PSL2 (Z). An example
for ro(2) was described in which s = ~ (Le. the eigenvalue ofu is !), the coefficients
an are in Z and are the coefficients of a certain Artin L-series, and the function f (z)
in the upper and lower half-plane is one of Ramanujan's "mock theta functions".

J .-H. Bruinier Boreherds products and ehern classes
of Hirzebruch-Zagier

We construet for each Hirzebruch-Zagier cycle Tm a certain 'tgeneralized Boreherds
product" \11m, This can be used to determine the Chern class of Tm explicitely
and thereby to obtain a new construction of the Doi-Naganuma-mapping. One
can deduce that every meromorphic Hilbert modular form F with divisor(F)
:Lf=l cjTj can be written as a Boreherds product in the form F = nf==l q,?

J. Dulinski The structure ofHecke algebras for Jacobi groups

If ll(L) is the Jacobi-Hecke algebra associated to a maximal lattice in aregular
quaclratic space over a p-adic field F of characteristie =1= 2, then the main results
given are:

• a decomposition ll(L) =::: ll(L)+ x ll(L)-, where 1l(L)- is finite dimensional
and semi-simple,

• the construction of a Satake homomorphism

such that ker(O)= 'H.(L)- and n r ll(L)+ is an isomorphism onto C[X±l]W,
whereW={id,Xt-+X- 1}, . .

• thc rationality of a certain formal power series over 1l(L).

B. Heim On the twisted spinor L-function

The first part of the talk was on my approach towards the twisted spinor L-function,
the L-function attached to two cuspidal irreducible automorphic representations
(TI,1T) of GSp2 x GL2 , where the natural eight-dimensional representation r of the
corresponding L-group is considered·. This L-function L(ll x 1T, r, s) was first studied
by Piatetski-Shapiro, Novodvorsky, Gelbart and Soudry for generic representations
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or rarms which have a special Bessel model. Furusawa then considered the remaining

most difficult case of holomorphic Siegel modular rorms, i.e.

ZG0h(S) = L(n x 1T, r, s),

where G, h are cuspidal Siegel Hecke eigenforms of weight k and degree 2 and 1,

respectively, corresponding to n and 1f.

I have presented a new integral representation of ZG®h (s) which can be viewed as

a generalization of Garrett '5 approach towards the Rankin tripie L-function. The

second part was areport on a joint paper with S. Böcherer, in which we regard

G and h of different weights kc and kh. In this situation ZC0h(S) also satisfies a

functional equation.

Finally tbe nature of the critical special values of ZG0h(S) was discussed. Mgreover

the occurrence of a hidden triangle condition was explained. It was shown ~hat for

kh ~ 2kc and G a Saito-Kurokawa lift, the elliptic cusp form dominates t~~' nature

of the special value. In the opposite ease, everything can be proved by 'standard

techniques, essentially due to G. Shimura.

s. Breulmann, M. Kuß On a conjecture of Duke-Imamoglu

The following conjecture is due to W. Duke and Ö. Imamoglu:

Conjecture (DIe). Let k, n be positive even integers and J E M 2k- n (r1) be a

Hecke eigenform. Then there exists a Hecke eigen/orm F E Mk(rn) such that

n

L~(s) = «(8) II L7(s + k - j).
j=1

(Notation: Ljfi(s): Standard L-function 0/ F, (s): Riemann zeta-function, L7(s):

Hecke L-/unction 0/ f.)

Results:

1) n = 2: The DIe is true (Saito-Kurokawa correspondence).

2) Arbi trary n, k: a) f cuspidal iff F cuspidal, b) Siegel Eisenstein series fulfill (*).

3) n = 4, k = 8: The Schottky form J and the Delta-function ß satisfy a loeal

version of (*) for the primes p S 7.

4) n = 12, k = 12: No correspondence like (*) can exist.

A. Murase On metaplectic representations of unitary groups

Let M be a metaplectic representation of G = U(n) defined Qver F, a finite extension

cf (pp. It is a weH-known fact that M splits: Namely there exists a CX -valued
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function Q on G such that 9 H M(g) = o(g)M(g) is a representation of G. Then
the natural question is to find an explicit form of o. This Question is answered
by Kudla as a special case of his work on splitting of metaplectic covers of dual
reductive pairs. His method uses a calculation of cocycles of M on the Schrödinger
model due to Perrin-Rao.
aue of the goals of this talk is to give a "model independent" splitting of M by
using a realization of M due to Moeglin-Vigneras-Waldspurger, which is also model
independent. In this setting, the normalizing factor o(g)· is expressed in terms
of the "discriminant" of 9 - 1 and Weil constants. In the split case, by making •
a small computation, we can show that Kudla's splitting and ours coincide. Our .
construction is also available for the archimedian case and the global case. Moreover
our method works for the symplectic group. Thi~ eventually gives rise to a double
covering of SPn(F). As an applicatioo of the splitting in the uoitary case, we get a
character formula for M under the assumption that G is quasi-spUt over F. Here
we use a trace formula for M (g) 00 the lattice model. (The character forrnula seems
to be already obtained by Howe, but the proof is different.)

T. Yang On the central derivative or Hecke L-s~ries

Let p == 3 fiod 8 and k E No even. Let E = Q(A). In this talk, we consider a
Hecke character J.L of E satisfying
(1) j.L(a) = J.L(a},
(2) J.L((0) = ±a2k+1,

(4) The conductor of J.L is AVE.
Such Hecke characters exist aod can be constructed easily. They are arithmetic in
nature and are very closely related to elliptic curves A(p) constructed by Grass. By
the conditions we put on p and k the functional equation for L(s, J.1.) has the U_"
sign. So the central L-value L(k + 1, J.1.) equals zero. The purpose of this talk is to
give an explicit formula for L'(k + 1, J-L). More preeisely, we obtain explicit formulae
for each L'(k + 1, Il, C) where L(5, J-L, C)-= LaEC J.1.(a)(Na)-S is the partial D-series
of Il for an ideal class C of E.

J.-S. Li The discrete spectrum of SL2 X E 7,s

Let 1rmin be the minimal represeotation of the rank 4 real of Es construeted by Grass
and Wallach. We determine the discrete spectrum for the restrietion of 1Tmin to the
symmetrie subgroup E7(-25) x SL(2). The deeomposition takes the form

1rminIE7(-25) X SL(2) = (Ea 8 k ® 1rk ) EB (continuous part)
Ikl~2
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where 1ft is the holomorphic or anti-holomorphic discrete series with extremal weight

k. We show that 8 t = Gk EI) G~ with u~ a highest weight irreducible module which

is in the discrete series when k ~ 10. For all k ~ 4 one has (1k ~ Rg((k - 10)')')

with q =1EB u and the Levi I comes from a real form or type E6(-14)' In particular,

for k ~ 10 we have GA: ~ Aq«(k - 10)')'), a unitary representation with non-zero

cohomolagy at the (minimal) degree 11. In this way we show that there is an

arithmetic lattice r c E7(-25) such that H2(f) f:= {O}.

T. Arakawa Kohnen-Ibukiyama plus space of degree n

The purpose or this talk is to explain some basie properties of Siegel modular forms

or tbe plus space via those of Jacobi forms of index one. The plus space .M:~~) of
2

degree n and even weight k consists of holomorphic functioHs f on the Siegel upper

half plane of degree n satisfying tbe two conditions:

(i) f(Mr) = j(n)(M, r)2k-l f(7) for any M E rbn )(4),

(ii) 1 has a Fourier expansion of the form I(i) = L:T~o a(T) e(tr(Tr),

where, for a semi-positive definite integral symmetrie matrix T, a(T) = 0 unless

T == -AtA mod 4Sym~ with some integral row vector A E zn, Sym;l denoting the

lattice of half-integral symmetrie matrices ofsize n. Here j(n)(lvJ, T) for M E r~n)(4)

is the factaf of automorphy given by

."",-"!'

This space was introduced by Kohnen for n = 1 and by Ibukiyama for n > 1.

An interesting point is that there exists a natural isomorphism from Jkt1 (fn), tbe

space of Jacobi forms ofweight k, index 1 and degree n, onto the plus space M:~~).
2

This isomorphism has been given by Kühnen, Eichler-Zagier and Ibukiyama. Via

this is morphism several interesting properties of M::~) are derived from those of
2

Jkt1 (rn) such as

(i) Construction of Cohen Eisenstein series Ck':!l (T) E M:~~) by the Jacobi Eisen-
2 2

stein series E~~{(T, z).

(ii) Direct surn decomposition of M:~~) into subspaces of Klingen Eisenstein series.
2

(iii) Siegel's formula for C~~l (T)
2
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(iv) A solution to a basis problem for M:~~), namely this space is spanned by a
2certain family of theta series

(v) A conjecture on the explicit form of the functional equation satisfied by real
analytic Cohen Eisenstein series Ck':!1 (T, s) of degree n.

2

s. Rallis Endoscopy and L-functions

(Joint work with D. Ginzburg and D. Soudry.) We show in this lecture how it is
possible to obtain from a self dual automorphic module n of GL(N) a11 the various
cuspidal modules a-on a classical group Gwhich weakly lift to the GL( ) ("weakly
lift" means that we have the Langlands functoriality at almost a11 primes). The
method uses the determination of certain Gelfand-Graev modeL. For example) if
we take on SP2n (4n x 4n-matrices) an Eisenstein series E(r, s, X) based on the Siegel
parabolic

illd~L;ra (T ® I 18
); normalized induction and ·oe. 8 H -8,

then the Eisenstein series has a possible pole at s = ~ controlJed by L(T, 1\2 , s), which
has a pole at s = 1 and L(r, 1\2,4) f: O. Let X = res8==~E(r, s,X). If X :f:. 0, take the
Fourier-Jacobi coefficient of X relative to the partition (2n, 12n ). Then X{2n

t 12n) f. 0
is a Spn module, which is cuspidal and contains all ?/J-generic Spn modules which
weakly lift to n. This is a prototype for obtaining the generic representation 6, the
L-packet in SPn corresponding to r. .

D.Bump Icosahedral Galois representations and elliptic curves

(Report on the Stanford dissertation ofEdray Goins.) Let p : Gal(K/Q) ~ GL(2; C)
be a Galois representation. The image of p in PGL(2; C) is classified by Klein as
cyclic, dihedral, tetrahedral (A4 ), octahedral (84) or icosahedral (As). By work e,'of Langlands and TunnelI, a1l cases of tbe Artin-Langlands conjecture are sett-
led except the icosahedral case. This conjecture states that L(s, p) = L(s, f)
for an automorphic form f which is a modular form of weight one in the case
det p (complex conjugation) = -1.
In the icosahedral case, Buhler gave the following example: If K is the splitting field
of Zs + lOZ3 - lOZ2 + 35Z - 18, he proved the existence of a modular form of weight
1 and level 800 attached to a 2-dimensional complex representation of Gal(K/Q).
Other examples were given by members of Frey's seminar.
Recently Taylor has been investigating whether methods of Wiles used in the so
lution of the semistable Shimura...Taniyama conjecture can be brought to bear on
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the ie, JsahedraI Artin eonjecture. The thesis of Goins also investigates this ques
tion foeussing on Buhler's example. It follows form Klein's icosahedron that there
exists an infinite family of elliptie curves E, indexed by a moduli space of genus
zero (a ij/Q(~5)-formof X(5)) such that if E is defined over F then the restrietion
to Gal(K/ F) of the Galois representation is essentially given by the action on the
5-division points of E. Goins shows for Buhler's case that we may take F = Q( V5)
and E = {y2 = x3 + 2J5( ~-l )x2 + v'5x}. The restriction of p to Gal(Q/Q( V5)
has the following description: The action of Gal(QjCQ( /5) on E{5] takes values in
GL+(2, IFs ), the subgroup of elements with determinant ±l. This subgroup has a
2-dimensional complex representation; composition with the Galois reprcsentation
gives Buhler's representation.
The curve E has remarkable properties. It is a lQ--curve (isogenous to its Galois
conjugate). Twisting its L-function by a Hecke character gives a base change lift of
a modular form of weight 2 and level 160, congruent to Buhler's nlodular form. The
corresponding 5-adic Galois representation is adeformation of Buhler's.

T.Oda Various spherical functions on Sp(2, IR)

§l. In the loeal theory of automorphic forms, various (generalized) spherical real
izations of representations p of groups over local fields play fundamental roles. The
definition of a spherical function is given as folIows: .
Let G be a semisimple group over a local field F, R a closed subgroup of G, 1r

a smooth G-module, ~ a smooth R-module and Ind~(~) its induction fronl R to
G. Consider the intertwining space HOffic(1r, Ind~(()) and the image Im(T) of a
non-zero operator T in it. Then the elements in Im(T) are spherical functions if
the above intertwining space has finite dimension. The desirable case is when this
intertwining space has dimension 1. (Here we might replace Ind~({) by smaller G
modules eonsisting of moderate growth funetions at 00 or of exponential decreasing
at 00 to have such multiplicity one result.)
§2. We diseuss the above problem for the real field F :.:: IR and G = Sp(2; IR) (4 x 4
matrices). In addition to the well-known spherical subgroups Nmin , the unipotent
radical of the minimal parabolie subgroup Pmin (and ~ being a character of Nmin ,),

there are other important spherical subgroups in Sp(2; IR);
(a) Let Ps = Ls t( Ns be the Siegel parabolie subgroup with Levi-decomposition.
Given a character 1] : Ns -+ C(1) (( IJ ~) H exp(21Titr(BH'1))) we consider 80(11),
Le. the identity component of tbe stabilizer of 1] in Ls. (Here we assume H" is
non-degenerate. )
(b) For the Jacobi parabolic subgroup PJ , we ean consider the Jacobi subgroup
RJ = SL2 (IR) rx: H, H being a Heisenberg group of dimension 3.
(c) SL2 (IR) x SL2 (IR).
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For each of the above 3 cases an expIicit integral expression or power series ofspherical functions of minimal K -types for the large discrete series representation 1fof Sp(2; lR) is obtained by Miyazaki, Hirano and Moriyama.§3. When R = K the maximal compact subgroup of Sp(2; lR), tbe correspondingspherical funcHons are classical ones, Le. matrix coefficients of representations.For this case, we consider the matrix coefficients with minimal K-types. By usingthe Schmid operator (Le. composition of a gradient operator and a projector ofthe irreducible decomposition of the tensor product of representations of K), wehave a certain holomorphic system of rarn 4 (i.e. a difference-differential equation,involutive, whose solution space is locally of dimension 4 at regular points of thesystem). We have an explicit formula of these matrix coefficients in terms of modifiedsystems of Appell's F2 hypergeometrie series of 2 variables.Needless to say, this matrix coefficient is also a reproducing kernel of the discreteseries representatiou in question.

s. Friedberg Rankin-Selberg integrals in two complex variables
(Joint work with D. Bump and D. Ginzburg.) We preseut three new examples ofRankin-Selberg integrals - integrals which unfold to products of 2 different Langlands L-functions on separate complex variables - and give applications to the studyof L-functions. In each example the automorphic representation is on a group ofsymplectic similitudes, and the integral represents the product of the standard andspin L-functions. The integrals themselves are new variations on the Rankin-Selbergmethod. .

The first is an integral against a product of two different maximal parabolic Eisenstein series on the group, the second is an integral against two different maximalparabolic Eisenstein series on different embedded groups and the third is an integral against an Eisenstein series induced from a parabolic subgroup, which is notmaximal. i

.The applications to L-functions are obtained by combining them with the Siegel-Weilformula. One suggests that an automorphic representation on GSp6(Ap ) (cuspidal, egeneric, with trivial central character) cannot simultaneously be a lift from '02 and .from Spin6'

J. Hoffstein Cubic twists of automorphic L-series
(Joint work with S. Friedberg and D. Bump.) Let f be an automorphic form onGL(2) over Q(A). Let Xd(X) = (~)3 be the cubic residue character for anyd E °(1(v'-3), with d cube-free. We discuss a program which has as one of itsconsequences the following
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Theorem. There exist finite Dirichlet polynomials

Pdo.d1(S) = II Pdo~(s), such that
JPlldl

for d E OQ(j-3), d = dodt where da is cube-free, such that the double Diriehlet
series

Z( ) = " L(s, f, Xdo) Pdo •d1 (s)
S, W L..J (Nd d3)w

d=1(3) 0 1

has a meromorphic continuation in the complex variables s, w. The function Z (s, w)
is analytic exeept for the polar lines w = 1 and w + 28 = ~ (and some reflections 0/
these). We also have , [,'

Resw=lZ(S, w) = c· L(3s, /, V3
),

i.e. the residue at w = 1 0/ Z(8, w) i.s the symmetrie cube L-series 01 I at the
argument 38. The analytieity 0/ L(3s, /, V3) at all points (except possibly 1) /ollows
Irom propertie8 0/ Z(8, w). Another consequenee is the non-vanishing at a fixed point
8 0/ infinitely many distinct cube twists L(8, /, Xd).

Y. Hironaka Spherical functions on p-adic homogeneous sp. lce.~

First we give a formula of spherical functions on certain spherical homogeneous
spaces on a p-adic number field, where representation theoretical methods based. on
Casselman are useful.
Then, applying it, we complete the theory of the spherical functions on the,lspace
X of non-degenerate unramified hermitian forms on a p-adic field k. We give an
explicit expression for the spherical functions, whose main part is written by Hall
Littlewood polynomial. Then we consider the spherical Fourier transfornl and prove
that the space of Schwartz-Bruhat functions on K\X is a free 1t(G, K)-module of
rank 2n , where K is the usual maximal compact subgroup of G. ·We also present the
Plancharel formula on this space and the inversion formula for the spherical Fourier
transform, and parameterize a11 spherical functions on X.
As an application, we give explicit expressions of Ioeal densities of representations
of hermitian forms in two ways. The first one comes from the fact that spherical
functions can be viewed as generating funetions of loeal densities~ For the second
one we use Gaussian sums and Ioeal zeta functions on the space of hermitian forms
in the sense of prehomogeneous vector spaces.
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Y. Choie Differential operators and Jacobi forms

The differential operator D = t has played an important role in the theory of
modular forms. In this talk, the following three perspectives of roles of differen
tial operators in the theory of elliptic modular forms will be discussed to get the
analogous theory for the higher genus Siegel modular forms as weH as for Jacobi
forms:

• Satisfying a nonlinear differential equation,

• Bol's result which has played an important role for the theory of periods of
modular forms,

• A way to complete or construct modular forms using differential operators, in
particular study Rankin-Cohen brackets.

H. Yoshida Absolute CM-periods

Let K be a CM-field. We define the absolute period symbol 9K using division values
of the multiple gamma function and conjecture that Shirnura's period symbol PK
coincides with 9K up to the multiplication by algebraic numbers. We present a
refined version of this conjecture taking the action of Gal(Q/Q) iota account. We
discuss numerical examples which support the conjectures.
We also report on recent advances concerning the invariants which are used to define
9K· Let F be a totaHy real field and Et be the totally positive unit group of F. Let
C = UjCj be a fundamental domain of Et with Cj being an open simplicial cone.
Let band f be integral ideals and c be an ideal class modulo fOOl ••. OOn- Assurne
that bf and c belong to the same narrow ideal class.

Theorem 1.
.. 1L (z(I))-"I,,=o = -(F(O, c)

zEC n
(z)bl=c

for 1 ~ i ~ n, where (F(S, c) is the partial zeta lunction.

Theorem 2. V(c) is 01 the form L:~1 ai log Ci, ai E F, Ci E E p where F is the
normal closure 0/ F over Q.

These theorems are interrelated, hut Theorem 2 is much deeper than Theorem 1.
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J. Sengupta Nonvanishing of symmetrie square L-funetions
of eusp forms inside the eritieal stripe

(Joint work with W. Kohnen.) Let I E Sk be a normalized euspidal Heeke eigenform
of integral weight k on the full modular group SL(2, Z) and denote by Dj(s), (s E C)
the symmetrie square L-funetion of I completed with its arehimedian f-factors. As
is well-knowD, Dj(s) has holomorphic continuation to the entire complex plane and
is invariant under s ~ 2k-1-s. It is also known that zeroes of Dj(s) cao oeeur only
inside the critical strip k-1 < a = Re(s) < k. According to the generalized Riemann
hypothesis, the zeroes of Dj (s) should all He on the critical line Re (s) = k - ~.

The last statement is of course far from being settled. On the other hand it turns out
to be comparatively easy to prove non-vanishing results for Dj (s) on the average.
We have the following result: -'".--:i.

Theorem. Let to E IR and 0 < C < ~ be given. Then there exists a positive constant
c(to, c) depending only on to and c, such that lor every even k > c( to,c). the lunction

91.; Djl:.,,(S) . .L (J f) JS nonzero for S = U + zto,
"'=} k,ll t k ,'"

k - 1 < a < k - ~ - c,. k - ~ + € < a < k. Bere {/k ,}, ... , Ik ,91.;} is a basis 0/ Bk
consisting 0/ normalized Hecke eigenlarms, where 9k = dirn Bk'

M. Furusawa The fundamental lemma for the Bessel ..:
and Novodvorsky subgroupsof GSp(4) ~ GL(4)

(Joint work with J. Shalika.) We have proved, in the ease of the group GSp(4), an
equality of two loeal integrals. One is a Kloosterman integral on the Bessel subgroup
of GSp(4) and the other is a Kloosterman integral on the Novodvorsky subgroup
of GSp(4). We conjecture that Jacquet's relative traee formula for GL(2), where
Jacquet has given another -prüof of Waldspurger's result on the central eritical value
of the degree two L-funetion, generalizes to GSp(4). We believe that this approach
will lead us to a proof and also apreeise formulation of a conjecture of Böeherer
on the central critical value of the spinor L-function for GSp(4). Dur result serves
as the fundamental lemma for our conjectural relative trace formula for the main
relevant double cosets.
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T.Ikeda On the gamma factor of the tripie L-function

Let fi E SkJSL2 (Z)) (i = 1,2,3) be normalized Hecke eigenfonns. The Satake

parameter Ai,p is defined by trAi,p = a,(p), where ai(p) is tbc pth Fourier coefficient

of fi and detAi,p = pki -1. Then the tripie product L-function is defined by

L(s, 11 X h x 13) = TI det (18 - AI,p ® A2,p ® A3,pp-s) -I,
p

The expected gamma factor is

{
fC(S)fC(S - k 1 + l)fc(s - k2 + l)rc(s - k 3 + 1)

rc(s)rc(s - k2 - k3 + 2)fc (s - k2 + l)rc(s - k3 + 1)

if k 1 < k2 + k3 ,

otherwise.

Here rc(s) = 2(27r)-Sr(s) and we have assumed k1 2 k2 2 k3 .

When fi (i = 1,2,3) are aB even Maaß wave rarms, we can also define the tripie

product L-function L(s, /1 X /2 X 13)' The expected gamma factor i8

II rlR(s + etal + e2G2 + e30"3).

el,e2,e3E{±1}

Here rlR(s) = 1T"-~r(~) and .the eigenvalue of the Laplacian of li i8 t + C7f. In thc

lecture we have calculated thc archimedian Iocal integral and proved that the loeal

integral i5 equal to the expected gamma function for some good IDeal data.

D. Jiang Arithmeticity of certain discrete subgroups

and Euler product of L-functions

(Joint work with Piatetski-Shapiro.) Let,G be a simple lR-group with ranklR(G) ~ 1,

r be a sublattice of G. A basic question is: When is r aritluuetic?

By definition, r is arithmetic if there exists a Q-simple Q-group H (rankQ(H) 2:: 1)

and a R-epimorphism r : H --+- G such that ker(T) is not conlpact and T(H(Z)) and r
are commensurable. By Margulis' theorem, if ranklR (C) ~ 2 or r i5 of infinite index

in Comma(r) = {g E G : gfg t and rare commensurable}, then r is arithtnetic.

Theorem 1. Let G, r be as before, but rank]R (C) = 1. lf there exist ß n

{al, ... ,an} c G satisfying
(1) If i t= j, then [Oi) :f:. [8j ) where [eS} = rö, r

(2) There exists 10 E rand an di E ~n such that Ci = {<5il'o8i-
m

: r11, E Z} is not

discrete in G,
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(3) Jlc(rßn \ C) < 00 where r ßn = {, Er: [6n ] = [6n ] . ,},

then r is arithmetic.

In the case of G = PGL2 (lR) we will test aur conditions:

Theorem 2. r is arithmetic iff there exists p such that r \ r 6pl~r is finite in r \ C
where 6p,~ = {oa = (A a;) ,op = (S ~) : a = 0, 1, ... ,p - 1}

Theorem 3. Assume there exists a p such that r \ r6pl~r is discrete in r \ G. If
there exists a Laplacian eigen/orm in L~(r \ G) which is also a Hecke eigenfonn for
Tp , i.e. Tp(f)(g) = ! L6Eß f(09) = Apf(g), then r is arithmetic.

Pp,).

By the uniqueness of a certain type Whittaker function we can attach an L-function
L(s,f)· -~:-

Theorem 4. (1) L(f, s) converges absolutely for Re s » 0, has meromorphic
continuation and satisfies a functional equation.
(2) Assume P and r as in Theorem 3. If L(s, f) = (1 - ApP- s + p-1-2s)-1 Dp(s, f)
where Dp(s, f) is the Dirichlet senes without p, then r is arithmetic.

K. James Selmer groups of quadratic twists of elliptic curves

Let E /Q be a modular elliptic curve, denote by E(D) the D-th quadratic twist of
E and denote by S(E(D))t the l-Selmer group of E. In this talk I will discuss the
following theorem of Ken Ono and myself:

Theorem. If E /Q is a modular elliptic curve then for every sufficiently large prime
number l

vx
U{IDI ~ X: D square-free,S(E(D))t = {1}} »E,llogX'

To prove this theorem we study the behaviour of the Up and ~ operator on the
"Waldspurger cusp farms" of weight ~ associated to E. We then use standard
results about Galois representations, the Chebotasev density theorem and a result
of Kolyvagin bounding ordt(w(E(D))) to establish the theorem.
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K. Takase An extension of Weil's generalized

Poisson summation formula and its applications

The Rienlann-Jacobi theta series

t9[a](z~ w) = L e(4(1 + Q', (l + a')z) + (l + 0/, w + cl'»),

IEZn

where Q = (0',0") E R2n, Z E lHIn, w E cn, e(r) = exp(211"it) , (x, y) == xyt, has a

transfonnation formula with respect to the paramodular group

r(e) = {r E Sp(n, R) J L, = L}, (L = zn X zne).

The formula involves a unitary matrix U(" Q, 01, ... ,ON) E U{N, C). It depends

on 1 E f(e),a E IR2n,{O:l,'" ,ON} resp. of zne-l X zn / z2n. Also there is an

automorphy factor involved: det(cz + d)! = det J(" z) for 1 = (~ ~) E fee).

Usually the proof of the transformation formula is based on same geornetric facts;

the abelian variety attached to z E IHm, the line bundle a -isociated to the polariza

tion determined by e, etc. In this lecture, I will discuss; l"cpresentatiou theoretic

mechanism from which the unitary matrix appears. In addition I will rerTIove the

ambiguity of det J(" z) in its signature.

Berichterstatter: Stefan Breulmann und Bernhard Ernst Heim
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